A protocol for 3D image reconstruction from a single image of an oblique section.
Oblique section 3D reconstruction can produce a 3D image of a sectioned crystal from a single electron micrograph. We describe here in detail a reconstruction protocol applicable to an electron micrograph of an oblique section through a 3D crystal. The protocol is described in six steps: (1) selection criteria for images, (2) preprocessing steps to correct for image defects, (3) determination of unit cell coordinates, (4) interpolation of strip images with correction for image distortions and crystal disorder, (5) production of a crystallographic serial section reconstruction, (6) correction for skewed sampling to produce an oblique section reconstruction. In addition, we explore Wiener filter deconvolution of the section thickness. We describe a method for determining the section thickness by comparing data from projections of the oblique section reconstruction with corresponding data from a thick longitudinal section. Several schemes for Wiener filter deconvolution are described that differ in the way information on the signal-to-noise ratio is used in the filter.